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Manx Cruise 1997

Introduction
For cruising, the Irish Sea offers incredible flexibility.The Isle of Man provides a
convenient stopping over point.

There are many
ports and harbours Scotland
along the coasts Klrkcudbright

suitable for a Way-
farer to stop. Ina 2im * *** Mrpr

week cruise a Way-
farer can easily
make landfall on
Wales, Ireland, Scot- a
land, England and
the Isle of Man. axey *

To sail our Way- ioM

farer to The Isle of Ca eta P1 a ancaster

Man has for some
years been a goal, it sson

is a nice open sea
passage in a Way- * Blackpool

farer, easily done in
daylight with rea-
sonable conditions.
From the Isle of Le_

. _ ~~~~~~~~Liverpool
Man you can
choose your passage
as conditions dic- nglese conwy

tate. The Solway
Firth we had visited

once before trailing the }vhimbreCs track across the Irish Sea
boat to Fleet Bay for
one of Roy Beeby's ral- ascend Scafell Pike. the coastline. This was a
lies and we knew this to Ravenglass is a drying mistake. We missed our
be a fine sailing area. harbour, even shallow favourite stopovers -
We knew Cumbria from boats such as the racing quiet sandy beaches be-
our walking holidays. I Catamarans competing cause of it.
had read many times of in the 3 Peaks race have We chose late July/Early
Ravenglass which is the to wait for the tide to August to get the best
harbour closest to Scafell get in - much to their chance of warm weather
and is used by boats frustration. combined with long
competing in the Three We did not equip our- daylight hours - though
Peaks Race when they selves with OS lan- there were occasions
drop their runners off to dranger maps to cover when the daylight hours
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Anglesey to Castletown

were not long enough I enough tide to get from the Westerly
afloat in the mid morn- breeze it was fast be-
ing. We enjoyed an ex- coming a lazy day.
cellent and very reason- Somehow a night pas-
able coffee at the hotel sage did not appeal. We

passage Plan there, but the bay was settled for a stroll along

I faxed our plan to completely dry when the cliff toward the Nu-

Holyhead Coastguard we arrived at half tide. clear Power Station. A

with our CG66. We And the slip such as it beer in the pub before

kept in touch with the was did not lend itself cooking on board fin-
CG (Liverpool) regu- to launching a Wayfarer ished a nice relaxing

larly. Which was to easily. So we drove on day.
prove a good thing and eventually settled Preparation for tomor-

when the Welsh police for Cemmaes Bay. row consists of making

tripped over our car and In fact Cemmaes Bay is sandwiches and drinks,
trailer on Anglesey. I the most Northerly folding the chart into

found we were often town on Anglesey - the map case and

out of transmission which makes it the clos- putting as much away so

range on our handheld est point from Wales to that we can make a

VHF radio and had to Isle of Man. The bay is speedy getaway tomor-

resort to the phone sheltered except from row morning. We dis-

which was inconvenient the North, however cuss where to land on

after arriving late a cou- there was a swell rolling IOM. The history of

ple of times (but better in and the few yachts Castletown is appealing,

than having the lifeboat anchored in deep water though Port St. Mary

called out). We picked had an uncomfortable with the Yacht Club may

up the Marinecall fore- position. offer better facilities.

cast either from the CG There are two options Derby Haven seems a

or by phone or from the to launch. the slip into quieter place and not

harbourmaster. the harbour when the too far to walk into
tide is in, or from the Castletown. Eventually

Day 1 Sunday 27' tJuly (firm sandy) beach on we settle on Castetown

We had not quite the East side. Initially and I put a waypoint

worked out where we parking for car and into the GPS just off the

were going to launch trailer looks a big prob- harbour entrance. Later

Whimbrel when we left lem - no overnight park- we spent a peaceful

our home in Shropshire. ing is permitted in the night anchored in the

In contrast to our previ- car parks on the harbour harbour drying out onto

ous holidays in Scotland front. There is though a sand.
we had a relatively short big free car park just off
drive 2-3 hours to An- the high street no more Monday 28" July

glesey. I had an idea than 3 minutes walk The shipping forecast at

that Red Wharf Bay on from the harbour. 0555 gave W F4. veer-

the NE side of Anglesey By the time we had ing S F5 later. that gave

would be okay. and that sorted things out it was us a fast reach, perhaps

we might just have afternoon. It was warm a broad reach later.
and sunny, sheltered My waypoint on the
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Manx Cruise 1997

GPS gives us 39nm to wave would break into of it.

do. the boat disturbing me We keep an eye on the

0730 we slipped away trying to sleep with wa- few coasters that were

from the bay under full ter trickling down my around though none

sail and as we cleared neck. We are both in full came close to our track.

the headland felt a brisk oilskins with lifelines I check our progress

F4 from the West as clipped on. from time to time on

promised. l logged our The warm sunshine of the GPS - mainly when i

passage with the CC on yesterday was missing. want something to do,

our VHF. Our speed Feeling tired, a little sea- these long open sea pas-

was 6knots but we were sick and cold i was won- sages can be quite bor-

both having to sit out dering what the hell we ing - . The tide runs

and i did not fancy do- were doing in the Irish roughly at right angles

ing that for the next 8 Sea watching the Angle- to our track and for the

hours. So we pulled in a sey coast disappear into first 5 hours the ebb sets

reef and changed down the gloom behind us. us West. I am always

to jib. This made things Well in spite of feeling wary of being headed

were much easier and rotten l took my turn by the wind in these sit-

the crew (me) was able on the helm. Starting uations. Although our

to relax and doze on the with lhr on lhr off we track is probably too

thwart. Maybe we lost a than changed to 2hr much to the West the

knot off our speed. stints. l managed a good prospect of being able

There was a slight to 2 hour snooze and to free off later in the

moderate sea with wind started to feel a bit day is better than the

against tide, the odd more cheerful at the end risk of having to beat
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Anglesey to Castletown

should we get any We both can relax in fore we can pick out the

North in the wind. our favourite position castle the breakwater be-

By midday the wind is on the floor resting comes apparent and we

easing, the reef comes against the aft locker - head for that.

out and I change up to this is why we came to l730hrs into Castletown

genoa, unfortunately the Irish Sea. harbour -10 hours and

this does not help my And now on the hori- we have made it.

seasickness. Shortly the zon all these white sails

wind backs South. More start appearing, at least The Castletown har-

importantly the sun a dozen, maybe 20 in bourmaster is on duty

comes out. and with it all - we have spent the 0800-1600. These fixed

the morning chill soon previous 8 hours sailing hours seem a bit odd

goes. Oilies off and sud- virtually in isolation and since activity in the har-

denly i am starting to now suddenly it seems bour occurs when the

enjoy the sailing. we will be surrounded tide is in, and when we

1400hrs and we sight a by sailing boats! arrived the harbourmas-

lone Puffin - pretty un- ter had long gone

usuai for out here. On Castletown sighted home. The outer har-

the horizon there is a 1630hrs we start to be bour has a tiny patch of

grey lump which must able to make out some sand alongside the slip

be land - the Isle of buildings of Castletown at the top of a few

Man. in the bay. The pilot dinghy moorings which

Warm sunshine, a gentle says to look for the cas- would be okay for a

breeze from behind land tle as the guide for har- one night stop. security

getting closer and closer. bour entrance. but be- though is not brilliant.

, ' 0 k~~~~~~~



Manx Cruise 1997
Castfetown inner harbour, Vhimbre with the GCue Pot &

CastCe Rushen behind

Yachts can stop on the andheaded for the Clue ashore and we had a
inside of Irish Quay Pot (Castle Arms) pub comfy mooring in the
which leads to the inner for a well earned cele- harbour, so we decided
harbour, but this is not a bratory Manx beer. to stay in Castletown.
good spot for a Way- With the warm evening Castle Rushen overlooks
farer. Passing under the sunshine, Castle Rushen the harbour and has a
swinging footbridge overlooking the harbour history going back hun-
brings you to the Inner Castletown looked quite dreds of years. The en-
Harbour, this is pretty idyllic. We were inter- try fee is £3.50 the ex-
full with assorted craft - rupted by activity in the hibits inside were ter-
yachts, motor boats, harbour - a small motor rific. There are grand
dayboats. The Inner boat looking closely at views from the towers.
Harbour dries corn- Whinbrel - we were The maritime museum
pletely, for a Wayfarer moored in their spot. I on the North side of the
getting on an off the hopped on board and harbour is free to Na-
boat alongside the high was directed alongside tional Trust members
quays, having to set and another motor boat. and has some fascinating
adjust warps with the exhibits, tales of smug-
rise and fall of the tide Tuesday 29mhJuly gling and so on. An an-
can take the fun out of a There was more wind cient Grammar School
place like Castletown. today, and it looked had been turned into a
The best option is to marginal to sail. The museum come tourist
stop alongside another marinecall forecast gave office. The town itself is
boat, we picked a likely F5/6 W or SW. There small but has a good
looking motor boat were plenty of sights choice of shops.

t '~~~~~~~~~



Castletowrn to Laxey

harbour domestics fell oust avoiding being North along the East

We also found the blown off the top). side of ICM. We settle
friendly harbourmaster, From Snaefell the visibil- our dues - on the pricey
who said our berth was ity is just good enough side for a 16' boat with
okay as the boats inside to see the Mull of Gal- mediocre harbour facili-
us would not be moving loway. ties.
all week. Lan_gness pt breakers
In such places one relies ,, 1130hrs and we lower
upon public loos (bucket Thursday 31 July the mast to get out of
and chuck it is a definite A miserable day, rain, the inner harbour and

then a fast reach across
cast!. ~i is rain, rain, the bay towards Lang-

We get a ness Point. The pilot ad-
shower at the vises 5knot tide at
harbourmas- springs around the point
ters office. and advises a ½2 mile
We try the offing - or more if the
bus to Port sea looks uncomfort-
St. Mary able. Well today it looks
where we pretty uncomfortable,
find all the wind against the full ebb

plus the strong winds
over the last few days

no no in a harbour) The visitors from Conwy. have built up quite a
public loos in the town There is a large expanse sea. About 1½ a mile
were pretty reasonable of sand in the harbour away from the point we
and deaned everyday - which would have okay can see lots of big break-
but also locked at night for us, and the yacht ers - there is no way we
until 0830. The outer dub is open all day for are going anywhere
harbour loo was rather visiting yachtsmen. near that lot.
more basic but was not However the town has Most headlands have an
locked. limited attractions. inshore route where the

tide is weak and the wa-
Wednesday 30th July Friday 1' Aug ter smooth - or do I

Another breezy day but Forecast is F4 S becom- mean not so rough. So I
this time F7 gets a men- ing F3, it is dry and hoped to find an in-
tion. Well that is no sunny. shore route around
problem and we set off After a wet day. every- Langness. With Clare on
for the steam railway, thing in the boat is the helm we bore away
This is great value for damp. all our gear is close to the point on a
£9.70 unlimited travel spreadout after 3 days broad reach to Langness
on the Steam/Electric/ in port and we are late Light and straight into
Mountain railway. So getting away. HW is the thick of a wild and
we see the lOM from 1030 and we miss the rolling sea.
land, we take the moun- flood to take us around
tain train right up Snae- Langness Point and
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big roalers behind ther offshore the seas through the worst.

I guided Clare closer and were breaking wildly, The experience was a

closer to the shore hop- we were as close in as very sharp reminder to

ing to dodge any break- we dared hugging the us how quickly condi-

ing waves. As the rollers sunhat overboard tions can change. We

came up behind us i did rocky shore with a sharp had both got our olies

my best to keep the lookout for off-lying on and I had clipped my

boat level and stop the submerged rocs. An ex- lifeline on, but Clare

boat broaching. It tra big sea caught us and had been too busy on

looked like we were go- we gybed involuntarily, the helm to get her har-

ing to get a pasting. i as the boom came across ness on - in the circum-

wondered about turning it took my sunhat off, stances either of us

back, tacking into those for a brief moment I could easily have been

big seas would be diffi- was faced with a thrown out of the boat.

cult but maybe 2 or 3 dilemma - save my sun- Our biggest mistake had

short tacks would get us hat as it sat in the water been to miss the flood

back into Castletown to leeward or balance which would have

Bay with the tide help- the boat and shift myself avoided the wind

ing us all the way. We to windward - the sun- against tide passage

pressed on hoping it hat lost. Against the tide round the point. But we

would get no worse. progress over the had by good seaman-

Rounding Langness we ground was desperately ship (or luck) stayed

came onto a dead run slow, gradually St. very close inshore,

and bigger seas hitting Michaels Island got though the seas were big

us from different direc- doser and beyond it they were not breaking

tions. A few yards fur- smooth water. We were and our Wayfarer had
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Castletown to Laxey

carried us safely not recommended for a courage Yachts to visit
through. There is a point Wayfarer. The bay is the harbour at Laxey as
when an exhilarating sail wide and sandy then space is very limited.
starts to get a little more cliffs as far as HW at 2300hrs meant
frightening and you Ramsey. we could not get in until
think it might have been The wind is failing 2000hrs. Clare went
better to stay ashore - lighter and lighter, ashore whilst I minded
well we passed that Our decision on where the boat and got on
Point, to stop was made for us with the important
Derby Haven now lies as the breeze became things - brewing some
to port, it is right under fickle, we spent an hour tea. An hour later there
the flightpath of making barely a mile as was enough water to let

>t Ronaldsway airport - we approached Laxey us get inside the break-
7 ~certainly not a quiet an- and then lust enough water and we tied up

chor-age. From here on breeze to let us tack alongside a lone fishing
diffs come right to the onto the beach at boat. The harbourmas-
Sea, there is a tiny har- 1800hrs. ter appeared (this one
bour- at Port Soderick (a Ashore at Laxey worked with the tides
stop on the railway) beach rather than the time of
which is not mentioned The lower part of the day 1), gave us a key to
In the pilot and I do not beach is lovely sand gen- the Sailing Club just by
know if a Wayfarer can tly shelving, but higher the harbour and tol us
get in. Douglas emerges up it is steep to and to make ourselves wel-
behind the next head- stoney - no good for a come. The harbour-mas-
land, we had seen the Wayfarer to overnight. ter's office on the quay
harbour from the shore, The Pilot does not en- also had marinecall

l _ _~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~<
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weatherfax. The public puts the weatherfax up - rounded Maughold
loos at the harbour were not promising FI-3 vani- Head. The lighthouse isclean and with hot wa- able. But we need to quite distinctive, we had
ter. This was more like press on to Scotland if a tantalizing hour when
it. we are to have at least the lighthouse always
A bit more tide, hot an even chance of get- seemed to be abeam
shower, and Clare ting back to Anglesey. and we appeared to
moved Whimbrel into lO3Ohrs we slip out of hardly make any
the harbour proper - Laxey harbour, progress.
room enough for a The tides in this part of A breeze from the South
Wayfarer but not for the Irish Sea are not barely F2 pushes us
anything much bigger. stright forward. We along to Ramsey. More
The bottom is mainly had an hour or two of and more the tide grabs
muddy sand - not too flood tide to make the 5 hold of us and we are
rocky. miles up the coast to making 4knots over
IOM has its own cur- Maughold Head where ground on a dead flat
rency - notes and coins, the tides split. If we windless sea. There is
everywhere accepts UK failed to get there by plenty of wildlife, por-
but not necessarily vice high water we would poises play for a while a
versa, so be careful to get taken back South lOOm away. black guille-
spend it before you the tide to Laxey for a mots and gannets.
leave, second night. lSOOhrs the point of Ayr

The breeze came and is fast approaching andSaturday 2d August went, with some help we have no wind. I con-
Our nice harbourmaster from the oars we template how long it



will take us to row to
Scotland. Once we clear
the Northern tip of IOM
the tides will only take us
East - West.
We were prepared to
row the 20 miles across * / ,
to Isle of Whithorn and
Scotland. which would
have taken us through the 3.1 kt 
night. But this time our I N
luck was in. ,
We cleared the ICM, _
ahead we could see rip-
ples on the water and a
beautiful F3 WNW filled
in and we had an unex-
pected super reach across j1s kts
to Scotland.
Initially sailing on just a ! -K:H6t. UJcs, r, at u Jh 1 tn/Hr
compass course from the cent oid gaffer a few picked out until you are
chart and CPS Scotland hundred metres off - within a few hundred
was not visible, first the perhaps an old pilot cut- metres. but the white
Mull of Galloway came ter. square shaped ruined
into view then Burrow The entrance to Isle of 12 'h century St. Ninians
head. We pass a magnifi- Whithorn cannot be Chapel - on the Isle itseif
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Manx Cruise 1997

erhe Iithorm, St. 'inian was the istprec er
of thle C ristian Faith in Scotfand in the 4th century

- can be seen from a make use of its fadlities). and it looked an attrac-
good distance. We ar- A little further along the tive place to visit. It is
rived close to low water harbour front is a public also up a short estuary -
when the rocky channel loo. There is also a Gen- the River Dee - and
is most easy to follow. eral Store in a rather somewhat of a rarity
The harbour lies behind rickety shed, it was sug- there would be water
a protecting pier and gested to me that the even at low tide. We
completely dries. The building only remained also wanted some shops
bottom is mainly muddy standing by being held to stock up with food.
sand - a little soft in up by all the cartons of Maryport on the North
places, and there is an food stacked up inside Cumbria coast was an
assortment of craft on the shop. alternative another 20
drying moorings includ- Looking for a peaceful miles to the East, al-
ing a rather sad looking night we chose to an- though you can get into
Wayfarer. Along the chor on the edge of the the harbour access to
quay is the sailing club channel - just afloat at the marina is limited to
and very lively Steam low water, a few hun- +- 2hrs high tide and
Packet Inn. A key for the dred metres from the there was a big risk of
sailing club - which says harbour. missing this.
it welcomes visiting 0900hrs anchor up, full
yachtsmen should be Sunday 3 August sail and we leave
available from the Inn The Pilot has a photo- Whithom astem. The
(though we did not graph of Kirkcudbright wind has changed



Whithorn to Kirkcudbright

through the night and is | Krkcudbright

now from the East town

around F3 - almost a C arina

dead beat. Across Wig-

town Bay to Kirkcud-
bright Bay is about 10
miles then a further 3

miles up the river to the uoychannel

town itself, it did not if

take long for us to settle

on Kirkcudbright - we v 

were not going to beat
30 miles to Maryport. < mu.>

We make several long
tacks with the GPS guid- R ardsons

ing us. As we approach L R Solway

the bay a few yachts R~ Firth
emerge and things start Cirkctndirrofgt aBai.
to take shape.
Our chart scale is our Ordnance Survey ible from some way off

1:280000 and cannot 1:50000 maps. The with its distinctive light-

show the detail neces- chartlet in the pilot house. Immediately to

sary for pilotage ap- though is okay. the main the West of Uttle Ross is

proaching harbours like channel into the bay is another channel - "the

Whithorn and Kirkcud- to the East of Little Ross Sound- - then another

bright - we are missing island - this is clearly vis- rock "Richardson's

.E~4_S
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i he malri;?a pontoon lait cTh vn fUne tJie shor>e on the r,;htit

Rock" then a much leads to Kirkcudbright. then we are clear, well
smaller channel where The tide has started to too late to do anything
the tide eddies pattern ebb now as we make now!
the water which was our our way along the last Past the mooring piles
route. In fact it was al- few reaches of the river and we see a visitors'
most high water. but we to the town, and with pontoon and we come
had to put in a few the river turning a bit alongside neatly at
tacks and we kept a East we have to beat - 1500hrs.
watch for rocks until we struggling at times to Well our pontoon turns
were clear into the bay make any progress over out to be Kirkcudbright
at 1300hrs. the ground. We make Mlvlarina. there is a walk-
A fine Sunday afternoon the final bend to the way ashore to a small
and quite few yachts town at last, the river is shower block. When
and boats around on quite crowded with you have been along-
their way out. We pass moorings. Doing our side high harbour walls
a Drascombe on its way best to dodge the tide for the last week a pon-
out sailing 3 up and a we are tacking dose to toon where you can eas-
second we overtake on the banks. There is an ily get ashore, you can
its way back in. We odd perch like maker to wash down the boat
have a great reach up the North side of the and spread the gear out
the bay which is a real channel which we ig- to dry is a real luxury.
beauty spot. attractive nore as we tack inside it We took the 5 minute
wooded hill sides and and then hit something walk into town found
rolling grassy fields. The as we pass it - it sounds Safeway supermarket
bay then splits into tWo wooden as it scrapes still open for a few
arms and the West arm along the chine - and things to cook a nice



meal back at the boat. the same itre as .he cur own - cruising at
Low tide aiso revealed marinan we chatted Jc Sknots,
the underwvater cbject one cr tvc mrnembers E vening came and Whe
we had hit - an elabc- at the club and socn it wind eased scmewhat.
rate salmcn fishing array seened that ever/cne \We mnade presar3ticr,s
cf w'ed and nets, ap- knew about the Way- fcr an early .tart. i
parently an ancient fish- farer dinghy that had wanted to take the last
ing methcd used by sailed up frcm Angle- of the ebb down e
monks and still practicecd sey and many of the river and ! hoped to
here on the Dee. lccals would come some fair tide South

h over and char to us on once across the SclwayMonday 4' August our boat. Firth as weil as a fiahtirg
The town has a wide chance of getting into

High tide was arcund choice in place to eat Ravengiass before ail the
1300 and this was going and drink. coffee and water disappeared 'romto make getting into the ice cream at the Soi- there in the afternon.
harbours down the En- way Tide Cafe were
guish coast difficult excellent. Take a lcok
through the coming in the chandlery, this Tuesday 5& August
week. And getting out is a fishermens chan- We woke at C545hrs for
of the estuary with a fair dlern. the seaboots the inshore waters fore-
tide would mean an were very tempting - cast. which was quite
early start. however we just a bit too chunky promising E/NE F3/4
decided that the morn- for moving around in occ 5. In the trees there
ing at least should be a Wayfarer, I did find was very little wind. but
spent sightseeing and just the right swivel with the forecast in
shopping. for the sea anchor, mind we set the work-
in the town we found We 'Mere pretty com- irg jib and full main. By
the harbourmaster'; of- fortable on our pcn- 07C0 we were running
fice on the main quay. toon. facilities to down the river with
The Met Fax in the win- hand, nice :cener/. what was left of the ebb
dow was for East FSjG The river bank af- tide.
ccc F7 around [CON but forded some shelter I had been warned by
.ine and sunny with the from the ver/ fresh the owner of a fine
outlook for decreasing breeze which was very wccden work boat that
overnight. it was pretty visible in the high trees the water wvould be verv
easy to decide to stay behind us. We hac shallow at "The 3ar- - .
put. joined 3 traditional tact ! think he doubted
There is a gocd days motor yachts at the that ve would get out.
sightseeing in the town. marina who we had The course of the river is
the fine Castle domi- seen at Whithcn. wvell buoyed frcm thenates the town. the they were on a .imiiar iifesoat station just in-
streets are cuiet and the cruise tc ourselves side the bar all the way
whcle place has a relax- having come u frcm t irkcudbrigh. and
ing feel to it. This is re- Cox via Peei 'CNI. cur chartiet gives
flected in the people. In fac heir eed was deprhs of Oniv m.
The sailing club shares rct .co Jiferent .o we &v tuched or



three times and had the second reef which on ing in from spray and

rudder blade up and Whimbrel brings the more solid waves. The

oniy just in the water. main down to below troubie was that back at

but we got out. So that the hounds. This made Kirkcudbright was a nice

was the first challenge the going a little easier. marina with showers, in

over. The seas were hard front of us was 20 miles

The wind had picked work, short and steep. of open sea and a very

up, and into the wider the tops breaking regu- wet sail. So we turned

water of the bay we de- larly into the boat. I round. If we had had to

dced on a reef before called the CG for a cope with those condi-

reaching out into the check on the wind rore- tions we could have

Soiway Firth. cast, he gave us no more done - but this time we

Once past Gipsy Point than F5. had a choice.
on the East side of the Of course by this time Onto a broad reach and

entrance to the bay it we had the flood tide Whimbrel flew along

was obvious that there moving up the Soiway pianing and surfing

was now plenty of Firth giving us the nasty down the waves.
wind. We had a fine short seas from wind A few minutes later we

reach to take us SE against tide. This was are back in the shelter of

straight across The Firth something I should have the bay with the anchor

to "hit" Cumbria around appreciated more in down and the kettle on.

Whitehaven. We were leaving so early.
hard pressed. both of us We pressed on for a 1030hrs the tide has

sitting out and spilling couple of miles. the risen a fair bit and we

wind in the stronger pumps coped easily with will be able to get up
gusts. So we took in the the water that was com- the river easily now. We

z-C
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shake out one of the ,vcuid al5s mean we shore starts to emerge in
reefs and have a very could chec' the new the distance.
lively sail back uG the Met Fax. 15COhrs we can start .c
river. \Ve pass the three bear away as we c:ose
mctcr yachts on their Wednesday &' August the shore. lar/ncrt is
way to Whitehaven? Forecast N:E or ENE. )ust aCClt visibie, the n-
Back at the marina ; F4/5 decreasing F3/4 dustrial buildings
wash the boat downr Workington and then
and we have an easy af- i200hrs. No problems our next headland St.
ternoon ashore. Later with shallow water to- Bees Head.
we find the motor day down the river. Out 16COhrs the wind is eas-
yachts have aiso re- into the Solway Firth, jib ing down to F3/4 the
turned after finding con- and one reef, we sail sea now pretty nat .he!-
ditions too tough for close hauled close to tered by the shcre 3

them also. Scottish shore for a few mile or so away. Sciii ve
So. where had we gone miles to Abbey Head are making great
wrong? Should we have where it turns North. progress and the coast is
just pressed on ? I reck- then onto a fine reach whizzing by.
oned my big mistake to Workington about 15 ISCChrs St. Bees Heac
was leaving so early on miles away. There is still wind now F2/3 but
the tide. If we left it a moderate sea running, more from the East, the
much later when there but the viciousness of reefs come out and
would be little or no the waves and intensity change up to Genoa,
stream running up the of the gusts yesterday is close hauled we can just
Firth the sea would be missing. follow the coast.
much flatter. That 1400hrs and the English Progress is much slower.
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there is no tide to help us at all and the wind just gets lighter and lighter.

Sellafield and Seascale drift slowly past, somewhere in the distance is Ravenglass.

2100hrs Ravenglass is getting close, the Pilot is not very helpful for getting in:

"Unfortunately, the approach to Ravenglass from seaward is devoid of conspicu-

ous landmarks and features". We watch a lovely sunset light up the Scafell moun-

N .
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Kirkcudbright to Ravenglass

tains behind Ravenglass. RavengCass
In the gathering gloom
there are 3 fisherman
standing in the water off
the beach or perhaps in Rrnnghs

the entrance channel.
Some way behind them Sand '' 

we can make the line of Dunes
sand dunes, there must
be a break in them
somewhere, but where? ,

According to the GPS X ,
this is the start of the X

channel, the light is 9 sh6nel >'

falling and it is impossi- / , Wbcbof

ble to see if there is a
channel and how far it SandDunes
goes.
We drop the anchor and
stow the sails and get ±in

out the wood topsails. X ag

Unfortunately I cannot
get the coastguard on There areypeogye in waders fishing at
VHF, so we really need "channel .,ut beyondŽtha tt ary

beach andthen sandfunes. tnere is no
to get to a phone to ad- s1nof the Cashinp green 13 Ccchause
vise our safe arrival. ti0 hK At tenath weJeeZ our way in urtdkr
Clare and I discuss the oars, gui&&edeventuatliy by the boc/ckhouse
merits of waiting an Ci4ht anSdthe dark shapes of the sanddunes.
hour for some more wa- The main vitate thtreeto Cefrom the Camp-
ter, and just when we p of the hard
do not need it a healthy
breeze fills in blowing wind. A bright orange turns. For the time being
down from the moun- street light Is our target we are okay with the
tains bang on our nose. and 2330hrs we reach the tide really sluicing in.
Anchor up and Clare shore at Ravenglass. We are too tired to
takes first shift on the The anchor comes out, want to move the boat.
oars. There is one light the bottom is horrible, and anyway in the dark-
shown on the chart, the hard packed stone and ness it is impossible to
"Blockhouse-, after sand, I do my best to know where a better
45minutes rowing this is bury it and then trek off spot will be.
abeam, following the to phone the CG. 0200hrs I wake it is high
channel such as it is, is Our anchorage is not bril- water, and the tide is
desperately difficult and liant, we are between 2 just turning. I take a
we bump our way along moored boats and i am peek out of the side
searching for the deeper concerned if our anchor door and we are swing-
water with the oars will hold when the tide ing about all over the
fighting against the
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place. A moment later from the hard, is the pie it is best to unload

and we are gently bash- Post office/small general most of the heavy gear

ing against one of store, pub/hotel be- and move this by hand.

moored boats - time to tween two rows of It took us h an hour to

get up. Our choices are houses which I guess are move the boat the

limited, the fastest op- mainly holiday homes. 200m to the channel.

tion for getting back to In the bright sunshine 1200hrs we are rigged

sleep is to move the we can see a choice of and just waiting for the

boat into shallow water better places to have tide to float us off. A

at the top of the hard spent a quiet night. few more minutes and

and wrap the anchor I reckon we should be we are away slipping

chain round our bright able to get away around past the sand dunes and

orange street lamp post midday. but of course to out to sea. It is hot and

- so that is what we do. do that we will have to sunny. the breeze no

In a little while we are move the boat into the more that F3 now

aground and sleep channel. We always somewhere between E

peacefully. carry two large sausage and SE which means we
shape fenders which have to tack down the

Thursday 7 August double as boat rollers. coast. Progress is slow

0900hrs The morning is They just fit under the and we are thinking

hot, too hot to sleep forward side benches about our options for

any longer. Though and centre thwart. Using places to stop. There is

there is a nice F3 blow- boat rollers to move a Duddon Mouth which

ing down from the Wayfarer is more about the Pilot says dries com-

mountains. In the village technique than brute pletely and has an un-

which leads directly force, but for two peo- marked constantly

A~~~
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changing channel! Or that will be well after The end of the Isle of
perhaps Piet and Roa Is- dark. Walney is deceptively
lands at the top of WXe sail close inshore fol- far away, and several
Morecambe Say. The lowing the Isle of W/al- times we think we are
lack of any tide along ney. the breeze picks up approaching it only to
the coast in these condi- as the evening coolness find another corner fur-
tions is a serious prob- sets in and we start to ther on. What we are
lem in making any sort make a decent bit of really missing is a detail
of decent distance. boat speed. chart for this bit, the pi-
l73Ohrs we are pretty lot is pretty helpful but
much due West of Dud- we have nothing for the
don Mouth, the wind is entrance from the sea.
still light, beating into
the estuary against the
tide looks like a tough
option and sand is start-
ing to appear across the
mouth. 10 miles further
is Piel and Roa and
there is a dredged chan-
nel so even at low water
we would be able to get
in but at this speed
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2000hrs in the distance
we can see something,
maybe a ship ? maybe
something else. Closer
and closer, it is not
moving and eventually
we realise that this must
be what is referred to as
the IUghtning Knoll
marking the start of the
Walney Channel. From
here there is a compli-
cated system of leading
marks and some buoys
which we started to
work out as we passed
them. Then suddenly we
are around the end of
Walney and Piel. Roa &
Foulney islands and
loads of moored boats
are in front of us - quite
unexpected. The shelter
looks pretty good, we
nudge into the firm
muddy shore of Foulney
Island and walk the an-

chrafew yads up.chors few yards up. | Is it a ship z it turns into the Lqhtnin
2lOOhrs - much sooner XCnoffat the start of the VWatney Channel
than we thought.
Through the night the
breeze picks up, around
high tide 0230hrs it is F4
and we are swinging
around like a yo-yo -
which disturbs my sleep.
however the anchor is
well dug in and we are
not going anywhere.
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Piel to Glasson

Friday 8h'August the water, but none of Bay. With these light
lOOOhrs the tide is just them come to anything. winds this is starting to
flooding, we would We set a course across look difficult, I am
have done well to have the bay which allows tempted to sail through
made an early start, but the mainsail to shade us the night - which have
neither of us had slept from the sun most of given the best sailing
well and we appreciated the time and for the tide conditions for several
a lie in. to set us into the bay. days, but Clare is con-
We sail over to Piel Is- We take turns to row. cerned about crossing
land and fill up with l400hrs a few minutes the shipping lanes into
water from the campsite of anxiety as we cross Liverpool in the dark.
there. The F4 of the the main channel to The forecast is not help-
night has dropped to Heysham Dock. A con- ful suggesting change to
F2/3 still from the E-SE, tamner ship approaches SW wind in 48hrs.
but we are hopeful of from the sea and gets We decide to go for
making The Ribble and closer and closer. fortu- Classon Dock up the
Lytham St. Annes. nately the channel is River Lune, this will
We beat to the Lightning quite narrw her and probably mean a late
Knoll in our rapidly dy- with some brisk pulling night as we shall have to
ing Easterly. Time to get on the oars we are out wait for the tide to start
the oars out. of the way. flooding before we can
This turns into our l43Ohrs still no wind, get up the river. But
hottest day, occasionally We are now left with 2 from Classon Lancaster
there is a breath of wind days to get back to An- is only 4 miles away,
and ripples appear on glesey 7Omiles if we sail then a fairly straightfor-

straight across Liverpool ward train ride to Holy-
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head and perhaps then a Saturday 9"'August the inside of the bend in

taxi to coiledt the car 01O0hrs, we have man- the river where luckily
and trailer at Cemmaes agdaltl le.i sa there is hardly any tide

SS a _~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~a e itese p ti

Bay. dark night but the chan- stream. The lock opens
1600hrs. then some nel is well marked by lit for 1 hour preceding

breeze, we make steady buoys which we can see HW, when we arrivedN
progress up the R. Lune flashing up the river. We we `disturbed" the lock
against the tide as far as ge h asrayad keeper and his accom-

W~~~~~~~gt th oasrad_n

Sunderland Point when put the beds away and plike with fishing nets
the tide becomes too start to haul the anchor across the mouth of the
strong for us to make in. The boat is swinging lock' Well, we had a
anything over the around wildly in the fe- look in the dock but it

ground. The heat of the rocious tide and it is did not seem brilliant
day must have affected tough pulling, when the for a Wayfarer. There 
our brains, instead of boat veers to one side e was no slip either
anchoring on the edge cannot hold the anchor (contrary to the pilot) so
of the channel we drop have had to

the tid become too sarp,t hand the anchor wcoste mouhuolth

the hook where we are has dug in so well f can- lock out again and back

in the shallows. The tide not get it to break out. around to the sailing

is fairly whistling out So we try again with the club slip. That settles

and before we realise rudder on and this time things and we row back

our mistake we are dry - things are easier. to the sailing club and

we will not float until We zoom up river, the moor on their slip for

after midnight maybe lock at Glasson is right what was left of the

OlOOhrs. next to Classon SC on night.
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Glasson to Holyhead

The lock keeper though have taken them. Vital Statistics
had told us the bus time We bought a GPS a few
for getting into Lan- years ago for sailing Whimbrel W9001 is a
caster and where to get across the North Sea GRP mark la.
it from, so 0820hrs and since then had not Sails: genoa, jib and
Clare was on the bus for really used it. Our sail- storm jib, main with 2
Lancaster. ing tends to be along sets reef points
Ironically, there is an ex- the coast in good visibil- Anchor: 101b plough.4m
cellent sailing breeze ity. However, this cruise 1/4' chain. 30m warp.
which blows all day the GPS was invaluable. GPS. VHF, steering &
from the East. Glasson Firstly we had several handbearing compass.
SC are extremely hos- passages across open sea Oars & paddle.
pitable, and they have a when we could see our Radar reflector. (not
very picturesque loca- objective landfall. Sec- used)
tion overlooking the ondly actually finding Masthead light (used)
river. the entrance to some of Sea anchor (not used)
1830hrs Clare is back the harbours was not Boat rollers.
with car and trailer, we that easy especially late imray C62 chart
soon have Whimbret in the evening as at imray Pilot (Griffiths)
loaded onto the trolley Ravenglass. Ortlieb dri bags & map
and trailer and packed The winds along the cases.
ready for the road. coast were strongly in- Mark i tent (ventile)

fluenced by the hot Epigas stove
weather. We had the Thermarest mattress
best sailing breezes at 3 season synthetic bags

Lessons leamt night for the whole of Musto oilskins
Cruising for us is not just the second week, we Musto longjohns (bob)
about sailing. Making an should have recognized Buffalo (Clare)
open sea passage in a this pattem and taken Hamesses & lifelines
small open boat does advantage of it.
give a great sense of
achievement. But once
we get to land exploring
it (and doing the tourist
bit) is a big part of the
enjoyment. Working
our way along attractive
coasts, piloting our way
into small harbours and
finding isolated anchor-
age all go together to
make a cruise complete.
Ordnace Survey maps
would have been a great
help for all the coastal
sailing and we should
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Books are to be returned on or before
the last date below
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